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Abstract.
Physically reasonable stationary axisymmetric spacetimes can (under very mild
technical conditions) be put into Boyer–Lindquist form. Unfortunately a metric
presented in Boyer–Lindquist form is not well-adapted to the “quasi-Cartesian”
meta-material analysis we developed in our previous article on “bespoke analogue
spacetimes” (arXiv:1801.05549[gr-qc]). In the current article we first focus specifically
on spacetime metrics presented in Boyer–Lindquist form, and determine the equivalent
meta-material susceptibility tensors in a laboratory setting. We then turn to
analyzing generic stationary spacetimes, again determining the equivalent meta-
material susceptibility tensors. While the background laboratory metric is always taken
to be Riemann-flat, we now allow for arbitrary curvilinear coordinate systems. Finally,
we reconsider static spherically symmetric spacetimes, but now in general spherical
polar rather than quasi-Cartesian coordinates. The article provides a set of general
tools for mimicking various interesting spacetimes by using non-trivial susceptibility
tensors in general laboratory settings.
Keywords: permeability tensor, permittivity tensor, magneto-electric tensor,
constitutive tensor, susceptibility tensor, effective metric, analogue spacetime,
compatibility conditions.
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1. Introduction
In two recent articles [1, 2] we have carefully re-analyzed and re-explored the notion of
electromagnetic analogue spacetimes. In the first article [1] we addressed the (relatively
old) question of just when a (possibly moving) electromagnetic medium (characterized
by permittivity ǫ, permeability µ, and magneto-electric ζ tensors, and a 4-velocity
V a) is fully equivalent at the wave optics level to an effective Lorentzian metric —
an analogue spacetime — and we then explicitly constructed the effective space-time
metric in terms of the optical tensors. In the second article [2] we explicitly constructed
the flat-space laboratory (Cartesian) susceptibility tensors appropriate for mimicking
the Schwarzschild geometry in various quasi-Cartesian forms (curvature, isotropic,
Kerr–Schild, Painleve–Gullstrand, and Gordon forms), also analyzing general static
spherically symmetric spacetimes, and the Kerr geometry [3, 4] in both Kerr–Schild
and Doran forms [5, 6] (both of which are easily put into quasi-Cartesian form [2]).
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Unfortunately, working with the Kerr geometry (or arbitrary axially symmetric
spacetimes) in Boyer–Lindquist coordinates is technically much messier, (because there
is no longer any natural quasi-Cartesian form for the metric), and we shall turn to
this topic in the current article. One particular reason that it is desirable to work
with spacetimes in Boyer–Lindquist form is that there is only one off-diagonal metric
component. In contrast dealing with the Kerr–Schild or Doran forms there is a trade-off:
While Kerr–Schild or Doran forms can easily be put in quasi-Cartesian form (so that
the background laboratory metric can be put in Cartesian form) they have multiple
off-diagonal elements in the metric. So Boyer–Lindquist form minimizes the number
of off-diagonal metric components, at the cost of making the background laboratory
metric trickier to deal with. (Some parts of the calculation below are much simpler
than the general discussion in [1] or the quasi-Cartesian discussion in [2]; other parts of
the discussion are considerably more subtle.)
After dealing with Boyer–Lindquist spacetimes we turn to arbitrary stationary
spacetimes and perform a similar analysis. While the background laboratory metric is
always taken to be Riemann-flat, we allow for arbitrary curvilinear coordinate systems.
Finally we re-analyze static spherically symmetric spacetimes eschewing quasi-Cartesian
coordinates. While quasi-Cartesian coordinates are particularly useful for discussing
laboratory physics, certain theoretical computations are more clearly carried out using
spherical polar coordinates, which means one has to keep track of some scalar densities
arising from metric determinants (both physical and background) and be much more
careful raising and lowering indices.
For further background on these topics see our two recent articles [1, 2], the very early
1923 article by Gordon [7], and the textbook by Landau and Lifshitz [8]. Other relevant
articles come from both the general relativity [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and the optics
communities [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The electromagnetic analogue spacetimes are
a natural complement to the acoustic analogue spacetimes of [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29].
For much more general background and history see [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
2. Boyer–Lindquist spacetimes
Under very mild technical conditions, physically interesting stationary axisymmetric
spacetimes (not just Kerr or Kerr–Newman spacetimes) can be put into Boyer–Lindquist
form [36, 37]. Adopting quasi-spherical-polar coordinates, with the coordinates ordered
as (t, r, θ, φ), it is sufficient to note that without significant loss of generality any
stationary axisymmetric geometry can be put in the form [36, 37]:
gab =


gtt 0 0 gtφ
0 grr 0 0
0 0 gθθ 0
gtφ 0 0 gφφ

 . (1)
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The inverse metric is easily computed
[g−1]ab =


gφφ/g2 0 0 −gtφ/g2
0 1/grr 0 0
0 0 1/gθθ 0
−gtφ/g2 0 0 gtt/g2

 =
[
[g−1]00 [g−1]0j
[g−1]0i [g−1]ij
]
. (2)
Here g2 = gtt gφφ − g2tφ, and det(gab) = g2 grr gθθ. Note that gtt = 0 at the ergo-surface,
while it is easy to convince oneself that g2 = 0 at the horizon; equivalently grr = ∞ at
the horizon. (See, for instance, references [3, 4].) We wish to mimic this physical metric
(up to some undetermined conformal factor) by using laboratory specified susceptibility
tensors and a suitable background metric for laboratory physics.‡
The “laboratory” will be assumed to be flat Minkowski space in some coordinates we
will label (t, r, θ, φ) = (t, ξi). We assume the background metric takes the form
[g0]ab =
[
−1 0
0 [g0]ij(ξ)
]
; det([g0]ab) = − det([g0]ij). (3)
Here [g0]ij(ξ) is the 3-metric corresponding to some (essentially arbitrary) coordinate
representation of flat 3-space. In the current situation, these coordinates might be
spherical polar, oblate spheroidal, prolate spheroidal, or cylindrical coordinates, (in
which case one would more likely relabel θ → z), or something even more exotic
(for example, parabolic cylindrical, paraboloidal, elliptic cylindrical, ellipsoidal, bipolar,
toroidal, conical, or general orthogonal coordinates).
We denote the physical metric we are trying to mimic by gab, and its inverse by [g
−1]ab.
The laboratory background metric is denoted by (g0)ab with inverse (g0)
ab. Indices will
always be raised and lowered using the laboratory metric (which is why we need to use
the notation [g−1]ab for the inverse of the metric we want to mimic). We now consider
the constitutive tensor [1]
Zabcd =
1
2
√
det(gab)
det([g0]ab)
(
[g−1]ac[g−1]bd − [g−1]ad[g−1]bc) , (4)
which mimics the electromagnetic properties of the metric gab. When no confusion can
arise we simplify det(gab)→ det(g) and det([g0]ab)→ det(g0).
The laboratory permittivity, permeability, and magneto-electric tensors are then [1]:
ǫij = −2Z i0j0; [µ−1]ij = 1
2
ǫikl ǫ
j
mn Z
klmn; ζ ij = ǫikl Z
klj0. (5)
The ǫikl appearing here have to be interpreted as 3-dimensional Levi–Civita tensors
defined in terms of the background spatial 3-metric [g0]ij and its metric density
‡ The conformal invariance of the Hawking temperature is a somewhat deeper result, applicable not
just to electromagnetism [38].
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det([g0]ij), with indices raised and lowered using the background spatial 3-metric.
This guarantees that ǫij , [µ−1]ij , and ζ ij are true T 2
0
tensors under spatial coordinate
transformations. (The computations are much simpler if the laboratory metric is
Cartesian and the spacetime metric quasi-Cartesian, see reference [2].) This implies a
stringent compatibility condition (linking the permittivity, permeability, and magneto-
electric tensors) that must be satisfied in order for the analogy to be perfect.
2.1. Permittivity tensor
We start by noting:
ǫij = −
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
[g−1]ij[g−1]00 − [g−1]0i[g−1]0j) (6)
= −
√
det(g)
det(g0)

 gφφ/(g2grr) 0 00 gφφ/(g2gθθ) 0
0 0 (gφφ/g2)(gtt/g2)− (gtφ/g2)2


ij
. (7)
Then
ǫij = −
√
det(g)
det(g0)
1
g2

 gφφ/grr 0 00 gφφ/gθθ 0
0 0 1


ij
. (8)
Now in the physically interesting region (in the domain of outer communication, outside
the horizon) both det(g) and g2 are negative; while det(g0) is negative everywhere. This
allows us to rewrite
ǫij =
√
grrgθθ
g2 det(g0)

 gφφ/grr 0 00 gφφ/gθθ 0
0 0 1


ij
. (9)
Note that this is conformally invariant (under conformal rescaling of the metric gab one
is mimicking) as it must be, (due to the conformal invariance of electromagnetism in
(3+1) dimensions), see for instance references [1, 2].
2.2. Permeability tensor
We start by noting:
[µ−1]ij =
1
2
ǫikl ǫ
j
mn Z
klmn (10)
=
1
4
ǫikl ǫ
j
mn
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
[g−1]km[g−1]ln − [g−1]kn[g−1]lm) (11)
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=
1
2
ǫikl ǫ
j
mn
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
[g−1]km[g−1]ln
)
. (12)
Now in terms of the Levi–Civita tensor density εijk = signum(ijk) we have
ǫikl = [g0]
ip
√
det([g0]ij) εijk = [g0]
ip
√
− det([g0]ab) εijk = [g0]ip
√
− det(g0) εijk, (13)
whence
[µ−1]ij =
1
2
[g0]
ip[g0]
jq[− det(g0)]
√
det(g)
det(g0)
εpkl εqmn
(
[g−1]km[g−1]ln
)
. (14)
Now we know that [g−1]ln is diagonal, so εpkl εqmn
(
[g−1]km[g−1]ln
)
is also diagonal.
Specifically, we have:
εrkl εrmn
(
[g−1]km[g−1]ln
)
= 2[g−1]θθ[g−1]φφ = 2gtt/(gθθg2); (15)
εθkl εθmn
(
[g−1]km[g−1]ln
)
= 2[g−1]rr[g−1]φφ = 2gtt/(grrg2); (16)
εφkl εφmn
(
[g−1]km[g−1]ln
)
= 2[g−1]rr[g−1]θθ = 2/(grrgθθ). (17)
Then
[µ−1]ij = [g0]
ip[g0]
jq
√
det(g) det(g0)

 gtt/(gθθg2) 0 00 gtt/(grrg2) 0
0 0 1/(grrgθθ)


pq
. (18)
(Note in passing the conformal invariance under rescaling of gab.)
Matrix inversion now yields:
µij = [g0]ip[g0]jq
1√
det(g) det(g0)

 (gθθg2)/gtt 0 00 (grrg2)/gtt 0
0 0 grrgθθ


pq
. (19)
Now raise indices (using the background metric):
µij =
1√
det(g) det(g0)

 (gθθg2)/gtt 0 00 (grrg2)/gtt 0
0 0 grrgθθ


ij
. (20)
Then
µij =
grrgθθ√
det(g) det(g0)

 g2/(gttgrr) 0 00 g2/(gttgθθ) 0
0 0 1


ij
. (21)
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Finally, we re-write this as
µij =
√
grrgθθ
g2 det(g0)

 g2/(gttgrr) 0 00 g2/(gttgθθ) 0
0 0 1


ij
. (22)
Note that this is conformally invariant (under conformal rescaling of the metric gab one
is mimicking) as it must be, (due to the conformal invariance of electromagnetism in
(3+1) dimensions), see for instance references [1, 2].
2.3. Magneto-electric tensor
We start by noting:
ζ ij = −1
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫikl[g
−1]0l[g−1]kj
)
. (23)
It proves convenient to lower the first index (using the background metric):
ζ i
j = −1
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫikl[g
−1]0l[g−1]kj
)
. (24)
Inserting the explicit expression for [g−1]0l:
ζ i
j =
1
2
(gtφ/g2)
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫikφ[g
−1]kj
)
. (25)
Inserting the explicit expression for ǫikφ:
ζ i
j =
1
2
(gtφ/g2)
√
det(g)
det(g0)
√
− det(g0)

 0 1/gθθ 0−1/grr 0 0
0 0 0


j
i
. (26)
Simplifying
ζi
j =
1
2
gtφ
√−grrgθθ
g2

 0 1/gθθ 0−1/grr 0 0
0 0 0


j
i
. (27)
Note again the conformal invariance under rescaling of gab.
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2.4. Summary (Boyer–Lindquist)
Collecting results, for Boyer–Lindquist spacetimes we have:
ǫij =
√
grrgθθ
g2 det(g0)

 gφφ/grr 0 00 gφφ/gθθ 0
0 0 1


ij
. (28)
µij =
√
grrgθθ
g2 det(g0)

 g2/(gttgrr) 0 00 g2/(gttgθθ) 0
0 0 1


ij
. (29)
ζi
j =
1
2
gtφ
√−grrgθθ
g2

 0 1/gθθ 0−1/grr 0 0
0 0 0


j
i
. (30)
While the computation required to get to this stage has been slightly tedious, the final
results are fully explicit, and quite general. A number of interesting implications can
immediately be read off.
2.5. Implications
• First, note that ǫφφ = µφφ. (This is related to what we saw happened for spherical
symmetry in reference [2]. The general point is that electromagnetic properties in
the direction of the 3-vector [g−1]0i are degenerate.) Indeed all the components of
the permittivity tensor ǫij are well defined down to the horizon (g2 = 0, grr =∞).
• Second, note that while µφφ is well-defined all the way to the horizon, µrr and µθθ
are only well defined down to the ergo-surface (where gtt = 0).
• Third, note that the magneto-electric tensor ζ ij is well defined down to the horizon,
(g2 = 0, grr =∞).
• Fourth, note that
ǫij − µij =
√
grrgθθ
g2 det(g0)
g2tφ
gtt

 1/grr 0 00 1/gθθ 0
0 0 0


ij
. (31)
Observe that as gtφ → 0, (that is, as the rotation is switched off), we find ǫij = µij
and ζ ij = 0, the standard compatibility condition for static spacetimes [1, 2].
• Observe that the magneto-electric tensor always has a zero-eigenvalue eigenvector,
currently in the φ direction, and so det(ζ i
j) = 0.
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• Observe that
(ζ2)i
k = ζi
jζj
k =
1
4
g2tφ
g2

 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 0


k
i
. (32)
This is actually proportional to a projection operator onto the directions
perpendicular to the 3-vector [g−1]0i. (We saw similar things happen in the quasi-
Cartesian analysis of reference [2].)
• Observe that
tr(ζ2) = ζi
jζj
i =
1
2
g2tφ
g2
. (33)
This is a nice scalar invariant describing the strength of the magneto-electric effect,
well defined down to the horizon (where g2 = 0).
3. Beyond Boyer–Lindquist: arbitrary stationary spacetimes
To now proceed beyond Boyer–Lindquist spacetimes we first write the metric to be
mimicked in “threaded” form [40, 41, 42], (also known as “Kaluza–Klein inspired”
form [1, 2]):
[g−1]ab =
[
−α−2 + γ−1kl βkβl βj
βi γij
]
; det(g) = −α2 det(γ−1). (34)
This is not at all a restriction on the metric, merely a convenient way of writing it.
(We have not enforced the unimodular condition of [2] since we are now not using
quasi-Cartesian coordinates, and the unimodular condition is now neither necessary nor
useful.)
3.1. Permittivity tensor
We start by noting:
ǫij = −
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
[g−1]ij [g−1]00 − [g−1]0i[g−1]0j) (35)
= +
√
det(g)
det(g0)
{
(α−2 − γ−1kl βkβl) γij + βiβj
}
. (36)
We can write this as
ǫij =
1
α
√| det(g0)| det(γpq)
{
(1− α2γ−1kl βkβl) γij + α2βiβj
}
(37)
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Note that this is a true tensor equation (under arbitrary spatial coordinate
transformations), and that it is conformally invariant (under conformal rescaling of
gab, the metric to be mimicked).
3.2. Permeability tensor
We start by noting:
[µ−1]ij =
1
2
ǫikl ǫ
j
mn Z
klmn (38)
=
1
4
ǫikl ǫ
j
mn
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
[g−1]km[g−1]ln − [g−1]kn[g−1]lm) (39)
=
1
2
ǫikl ǫ
j
mn
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
γkmγln
)
. (40)
In terms of the Levi–Civita tensor density εijk = signum(ijk) we have
[µ−1]ij =
1
2
[g0]
ip[g0]
jq[− det(g0)]
√
det(g)
det(g0)
εpkl εqmn
(
γkmγln
)
. (41)
Lowering induces (using the background metric)
[µ−1]ij =
1
2
[− det(g0)]
√
det(g)
det(g0)
εikl εjmn
(
γkmγln
)
. (42)
Now purely as a matter of algebra, for 3× 3 matrices we have
εikl εjmn
(
γkmγln
)
= 2det(γpq)[γ−1]ij . (43)
Thence
[µ−1]ij = [− det(g0)]
√
det(g)
det(g0)
det(γpq) [γ−1]ij. (44)
That is
[µ−1]ij = α
√
| det(g0)| det(γpq) [γ−1]ij. (45)
Matrix inversion now yields
µij =
1
α
√
| det(g0)| det(γpq)
γij. (46)
Note that this is a true tensor equation (under arbitrary spatial coordinate
transformations), and that it is conformally invariant (under conformal rescaling of
gab, the metric to be mimicked).
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3.3. Magneto-electric tensor
We start by noting:
ζ ij = −1
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫikl[g
−1]0l[g−1]kj
)
= −1
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫiklβ
lγkj
)
. (47)
It proves convenient to lower the first index (using the background metric):
ζ i
j = −1
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫiklβ
lγkj
)
. (48)
Note again the conformal invariance under rescaling of gab. Furthermore, this is a true
tensor equation (under spatial coordinate transformations).
3.4. Summary (stationary spacetimes)
Collecting results, for a generic stationary spacetime we have:
ǫij =
1
α
√| det(g0)| det(γpq)
{
(1− α2γ−1kl βkβl) γij + α2βiβj
}
(49)
µij =
1
α
√| det(g0)| det(γpq) γij. (50)
ζ i
j = −1
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫiklβ
lγkj
)
. (51)
Again, getting to this stage has been slightly tedious, but the final results are fully
explicit. Several interesting implications immediately follow.
3.5. Implications
• First, note that
ǫij [γ−1]ikβ
k[γ−1]jlβ
l = µij[γ−1]ikβ
k[γ−1]jlβ
l =
[γ−1]ijβ
iβj
α
√| det(g0)| det(γpq) . (52)
(This is related to what we saw happened for Boyer–Lindquist above, [where we
found ǫφφ = µφφ], and for spherical symmetry in [2]. The general point is that
electromagnetic properties in the direction of the 3-vector [g−1]0i are degenerate.)
• Second, note that
ǫij − µij = − α√| det(g0)| det(γpq)
{
(γ−1kl β
kβl) γij − βiβj} (53)
Observe that as βi → 0 we find ǫij = µij and ζ ij = 0, the standard compatibility
condition for static spacetimes [1, 2].
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• Observe that βi ζ ij = 0; so the direction βi is again special. This implies that the
magneto-electric tensor always has a zero-eigenvalue eigenvector, and det(ζ i
j) = 0.
• Observe that
tr(ζ2) = ζi
jζj
i =
1
4
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫiklβ
lγkj
) (
ǫjmnβ
nγmi
)
. (54)
Then
tr(ζ2) =
1
2
det(g)
det(g0)
[− det(g0)] det(γpq)[γ−1]ijβiβj. (55)
That is
tr(ζ2) =
1
2
α2 [γ−1]ijβ
iβj . (56)
This is a simple scalar invariant (under spatial coordinate transformations)
describing the strength of the magneto-electric effect.
4. Static spherically symmetric spacetimes in spherical polar coordinates
Finally, it is now worth re-visiting the analysis of reference [2] for static spherically
symmetric spacetimes, but now eschewing the use of quasi-Cartesian coordinates. While
the quasi-Cartesian coordinates of reference [2] correspond to Cartesian coordinates
for the background metric describing the laboratory, and so are particularly useful for
presentational purposes when phrasing laboratory-based questions, sometimes explicit
computations are more cleanly carried out in spherical polar coordinates. There is
however a price to be paid: One has to keep track of some scalar densities arising from
metric determinants (both physical and background) and be much more careful raising
and lowering indices.
First, let us adopt (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates, and write the flat background metric in the
form
(ds0)
2 = −dt2 + [R′(r)dr]2 +R(r)2{dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2}. (57)
Note det([g0]ab) = −R′(r)2 R(r)4 sin2 θ 6= −1, the background metric is not unimodular.
This is the most general form of a flat spacetime metric compatible with explicit spherical
symmetry in the sense of being based on spherical polar coordinates. Then for the metric
to be mimicked, gab we can without any loss of generality write
(ds)2 = gtt dt
2 + 2gtr dtdt+ grr dr
2 +R(r)2{dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2}. (58)
Note we are using the same coordinates in both the laboratory and the metric to be
mimicked, and we are making extensive use of the assumed spherical symmetry. We
are also keeping the metric to be mimicked in as general a form as possible — so that
we can simultaneously deal with curvature coordinates (where R(r) = r), isotropic
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coordinates (where grr = R(r)
2), or various off-diagonal coordinates. (Such as Kerr-
Schild coordinates, Painleve–Gullstrand coordinates, or Gordon coordinates [34, 35, 39].)
To proceed we now re-write the metric to be mimicked in “threaded” form [40, 41, 42]),
also known as Kaluza–Klein inspired form [1, 2]:
[g−1]ab =


−α−2 + β2/γ β 0 0
β γ 0 0
0 0 R−2 0
0 0 0 R−2(sin2 θ)−1

 . (59)
This is not at all a restriction on the metric, merely a convenient way of writing it.
Note det(gab) = −α2γ−1R(r)4 sin2 θ 6= −1, and det(gab)/ det([g0]ab) = α2γ−1R′(r)−2.
(We again emphasize that we have not enforced the unimodular condition of [2] since
we are now not using quasi-Cartesian coordinates, and the unimodular condition is now
neither necessary nor useful.)
4.1. Permittivity tensor
We start by noting:
ǫij = −
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
[g−1]ij[g−1]00 − [g−1]0i[g−1]0j) (60)
= +
α√
γ|R′(r)|

 α
−2γ 0 0
0 (α−2 − β2/γ)R−2 0
0 0 (α−2 − β2/γ)R−2(sin2 θ)−1

 . (61)
We can re-write this as
ǫij = +
√
γ
α|R′(r)|

 1 0 00 (1− α2β2/γ)γ−1R−2 0
0 0 (1− α2β2/γ)γ−1R−2(sin2 θ)−1

 . (62)
Note that that this is conformally invariant (under conformal rescaling of gab). The
somewhat ugly (sin2 θ)−1 factor can be simplified away by going to a local orthonormal
basis in the angular coordinates (adopting an ortho-normal dyad, or zweibein) and
writing
ǫiˆjˆ = +
√
γ
α|R′(r)|

 1 0 00 (1− α2β2/γ)γ−1R−2 0
0 0 (1− α2β2/γ)γ−1R−2

 . (63)
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4.2. Permeability tensor
It is most efficient to recall the result we obtained for general stationary spacetimes
µij =
1
α
√| det(g0)| det(γpq) γij, (64)
and to simply unpack the various contributions to obtain
µij = +
1
α
√
γ|R′(r)|

 γ 0 00 R−2 0
0 0 R−2(sin2 θ)−1

 . (65)
Alternatively, we can re-write this as
µij = +
√
γ
α|R′(r)|

 1 0 00 γ−1R−2 0
0 0 γ−1R−2(sin2 θ)−1

 . (66)
Note that that this is conformally invariant (under conformal rescaling of gab). Going to
a local orthonormal basis for the angular coordinates (adopting an ortho-normal dyad
[zweibein]) this simplifies to
µiˆjˆ = +
√
γ
α|R′(r)|

 1 0 00 γ−1R−2 0
0 0 γ−1R−2

 . (67)
4.3. Magneto-electric tensor
We start by noting:
ζ ij = −1
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫikl[g
−1]0l[g−1]kj
)
= −β
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫikrγ
kj
)
. (68)
It proves convenient to lower the first index (using the background metric):
ζ i
j = −β
2
√
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫikrγ
kj
)
= −β
2
√
det(g)
(
εikrγ
kj
)
. (69)
Explicitly
ζ i
j = −β
2
α|R′|R2 sin θ√
γ
R−2

 0 0 00 0 (sin2 θ)−1
0 −1 0

 . (70)
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That is
ζ i
j = −β
2
α|R′|√
γ

 0 0 00 0 (sin θ)−1
0 − sin θ 0

 . (71)
Note again the conformal invariance under rescaling of gab. Adopting an orthonormal
dyad in the angular directions we have the relatively simple form
ζ iˆ
jˆ = −β
2
α|R′|√
γ

 0 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0

 . (72)
4.4. Summary (static spherically symmetric spacetimes)
Collecting results, for a generic stationary spacetime we have:
ǫiˆjˆ = +
√
γ
α|R′(r)|

 1 0 00 (1− α2β2/γ)γ−1R−2 0
0 0 (1− α2β2/γ)γ−1R−2

 . (73)
µiˆjˆ = +
√
γ
α|R′(r)|

 1 0 00 γ−1R−2 0
0 0 γ−1R−2

 . (74)
ζ iˆ
jˆ = −β
2
α|R′|√
γ

 0 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0

 . (75)
Yet again, getting to this stage has been slightly tedious, but the final results are fully
explicit, and relatively easy to work with. Several interesting implications immediately
follow.
4.5. Implications
• First, note that ǫrr = µrr. This is similar to something that we have seen
several times before (the general point being that electromagnetic properties in
the direction of the 3-vector [g−1]0i are degenerate.)
• Second, note that
ǫiˆjˆ − µiˆjˆ = +
√
γ
α|R′(r)|
α2β2
γ2R2

 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

 . (76)
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Observe that as βi → 0 we find ǫij = µij and ζ ij = 0, the standard compatibility
condition for static spacetimes [1, 2].
• Observe that the magneto-electric tensor always has a zero-eigenvalue eigenvector,
now the radial direction, and so det(ζ i
j) = 0.
• Observe that
tr(ζ2) = ζi
jζj
i =
1
4
det(g)
det(g0)
(
ǫiklβ
lγkj
) (
ǫjmnβ
nγmi
)
. (77)
Then
tr(ζ2) =
1
2
det(g)
det(g0)
[− det(g0)] det(γpq)[γ−1]ijβiβj. (78)
That is
tr(ζ2) =
1
2
α2β2
γ
(R′)2. (79)
This is a gain a simple scalar invariant describing the strength of the magneto-
electric effect.
5. Discussion and conclusions
When using meta-material models to mimic interesting general relativistic spacetimes
there is a trade off between simplicity of presentation and simplicity of calculation.
Certainly, easily accessible experimental laboratories are for all practical purposes living
in flat spacetime, and most typically for presentational purposes one might like to deal
with simple Cartesian coordinates, which underpinned the quasi-Cartesian analysis we
carried out in a previous article on bespoke analogue spacetimes [2], wherein the metrics
to be mimicked were all cast into unimodular form det(gab) = −1 and raising and
lowering indices with the Cartesian background metric was trivial.
In contrast, in the current article we avoid any quasi-Cartesian assumptions, at the
cost of having to deal with and carefully keep track of metric tensor densities (for both
the metric to be mimicked and the background laboratory metric) — one also has to
be careful raising and lowering indices using the background laboratory metric. The
reason for going to this extra effort is essentially a theoretical one — some calculations
eventually are more tractable in symmetry adapted coordinate systems, though the
initial barrier to setting up the formalism is higher. We hope to return to these issues
in future work.
Specifically, the current article deals with three themes: Boyer–Lindquist spacetimes
(suitable for dealing with axisymmetric stationary spacetimes), generic stationary
spacetimes, and spherically symmetric spacetimes represented in spherical polar
coordinates. In all of these situations we have been able to present quite specific formulae
specifying the susceptibility tensors (permittivity, permeability, and magneto-electric
tensors) required to mimic the given spacetime geometry. The long term goal is to
apply these ideas to analogue Hawking radiation [43].
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